
Manjimup, 381 Piano Gully Road
(Middlesex)
Beautiful Secluded Property

Five gorgeous acres nestled between Manjimup and Pemberton in the beautiful
location of Middlesex. The land is surrounded by trees on one side and open
pasture on the other with a large waterway as the standout feature of this
property.  The home is positioned perfectly to look over the land down to the
waterway, a view to love and take in any day of any season.  A scenic drive into
the property with expansive bush and a bridge to take you to a brick home with
Dorma window which evokes a simple lifestyle on your beautifully secluded
property.

Do you love the idea of a home that you can add your own personal style, a
home that has strong architectural features that adds personality?  One of the
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characteristics we love about this property is that it's not quite finished.  What
this means is all the hard work has been done to get to that point, where you can
choose your colour, or will it be wallpaper on those walls?  The soaring ceiling
heights add a focal dimension and creates a feeling of space.  Will you hang a
talking point chandelier from that ceiling into the main living spaces or are your
upstairs floors going to be timber or carpet?   The feature brick wants earth tones
that would complement the timber accents throughout the home.

Stairs up to the bedrooms presents itself with a multifunctional space.  A study
nook, a second bedroom and a walk-in closet are on this level.  Another way to
Look at this space, could that second bedroom adjoin the master for a second
living room.  Tucked away at the end of the day in your own cosy space.  Or as it
is sleeping for upstairs, daily living downstairs.  The house was originally built as
one half, with another to be added and if you wish, the bricks are available on
site.

The expansive open plan living space with large living room, dining area,
neighbouring the galley kitchen with walk-in pantry.  Innovative living is what this
home promotes.  How to use the whole space effectively, in a way that suits your
lifestyle, with style choices that fit with the finished design. The laundry and
bathroom aside for convenience completes the picture for this intriguing
property.

The land is beautiful, a desirable size for many options and the home has its own
personal charm that is waiting to be finished to your liking.  To have this much
water available also allows you to do so much more with the outside space.
Properties in this area are rare and we feel this is a great country opportunity
and would love to show you around.

More About this Property

Property ID ABSH5K
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

House Size 147 m²
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 2.05 hectares
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including Built-In-Robes
Toilets (1)
Solar Hot Water
Water Tank

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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